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EnglishClub.com Pronunciation	 Word	 Stress	 
Teachersheet	 For	 Worksheets	 1-10	 	  
 Level: PI (Pre-Intermediate) 
Activity 1: 

• Photocopy the worksheet and give one to each student/pair of students. 
• Follow the instructions on the worksheet. 
• Elicit feedback. (For answers see KEY below.) 

 
Activity 2: 

• Read out the words from Column 1, one at a time. 
• Get the students to repeat the words after you. Repeat for Column 2 (and Column 3 if applicable). 

 
Activity 3: 

• Students read out the phrases in open class. 
• This can be done round the class, one student at a time, or chorus drilled. 

 
For further word stress practice with the same words, let your students play the accompanying games. 
 
KEYs for Worksheets 1-10: 
 
1. Col.1 empty   argue   bathroom   crowded   jumper   lawyer   lovely   pavement   scissors   stomach   towels   wedding 
 Col.2 guitars   against   alarm   control   event   improve   retired   prefer   prevent   protect   routine   without 
 
2. Col.1 autumn   climate   couple   crazy   Egypt   females   final   habit   mirror   rarely   useful   witness 
 Col.2 advice   alone   annoy   attack   cartoon   complains   employ   exam   police   repair   report   revise 
 
3. Col.1 climate   careful   changing   famous   injured   later   painful   plumber   studied   useful   weather   wedding 
 Col.2 accident   barbeque   carefully   earlier   fortunate   injury   photograph   luxury   recipe   serious   stadium   studying 
 
4. Col.1 achieve   begin   designed   confess   revised   consult   create   decide   described   report   respect   succeed 
 Col.2 achievement   creative   beginning   description   confession   designer   decision   consultant   successful   reported    
  revision   respectful 
 
5. Col.1 arriving   assistant   creative   designer   develop   mechanic   official   prescription   relaxing   successful   suggestion    
  volcano 
 Col.2 architect   anyway   atmosphere   dangerous   everyone   excellent   furniture   medical   newspaper   personal   practical    
  manager 
 
6. Col.1 ambitious   attractive   delicious   edition   illegal   intention   invited   opinion   terrific   tobacco   tomatoes   untidy 
 Col.2 candidate   firefighter   government   immigrant   interview   luxury   manager   pessimist   regular   relatives   terrible    
  uniform 
 
7. Col.1 studying   desperate   fortunate   manager   medical   poisonous   possibly   recipe   shopkeeper   questioning   totally    
  uniforms 
 Col.2 afternoon   cigarette   disagree   impolite   introduce   magazine   millionaire   overweight   questionnaire   recommend    
  refugee   unemployed 
 
8. Col.1 adventure   already   detective   exactly   decided   illegal   polluted   unhappy 
 Col.2 atmosphere   customer   dangerous   immigrant   interview   manager   satisfied   serious 
 Col.3 cigarettes   introduce   overweight   refugees   seventeen   disagree   understand   unemployed 
 
9. Col.1 advantages   celebrity   environment   especially   identify   incredible   industrial   intelligent   invisible   receptionist    
  relationship   renewable 
 Col.2 education   energetic   explanation   introducing   invitation   obligation optimistic   pessimistic   politician   population    
  photographic   superstitions 
 
10. Col.1 apostrophe   apparently   available   community   development   environment   especially   experience   infinitive    
  impractical   publicity   responsible 
 Col.2 Argentina   definition   disappointing   economic   electrician   engineering   immigration   information   punctuation    
  reputation   situation   unsuccessful 


